
A GENERALIZED PROBLEM IN WEIGHTED APPROXIMATION*

BY

DUNHAM JACKSON

1. Introduction. In a recent note,t the writer has discussed the con-

vergence of the trigonometric sums Tn(x) determined by the condition that

2K

jQ(x)[f(x)-Tn(x)]2dx

0

shall be a minimum, where/(x) is a given continuous function, and q(x) is

a given bounded function with a positive lower bound. The purpose of the

present paper is to discuss the somewhat less simple problem of convergence

that arises if the greatest lower bound of g (x) is zero. There will be occasion

incidentally to develop certain other topics, which have some independent

interest: in §§ 2 and 3, the theory of the existence and uniqueness of discon-

tinuous approximating functions of a high degree of generality, and in § 5,

some corollaries of Bernstein's theorem on the derivative of a trigono-

metric sum.

2. General theorem on existence of an approximating function. Let

Pl(x), p2(x), ..., pn(x)

be n functions of x, defined and linearly independent for a < x < b, but other-

wise completely arbitrary.   It is well known, and readily proved,! that if

* Presented to the Society, October 27 and December 29, 1923.

f D.Jackson, Note on the convergence of weighted trigonometric series, Bulletin of

the American Mathematical Society, vol.29 (1923), pp. 259-263. This paper will

be designated by the letter A; the reader is referred to it for other bibliographical citations.

I Suppose the determinant were identically zero. On this assumption, let r +1 (equal

to or less than n) be a number such that the determinants similarly formed with r + 1

of the n functions and r + 1 points are identically zero, for every choice of the r + 1

functions, while it is possible to find r of the functions and r points for which the corre-

sponding r-rowed determinant is not zero. Without loss of generality, the r functions

maybe denoted by pi,... ,pr, and the points by an,..., av. The (r + l)-rowed determinant

having pi (xj), pi (x¿).p^-i (x,) for its j'th row, j — 1, 2, ..., r, and pi (x), pt (x), ...

..., Pr+i (x) for its last row, is identically zero when Xi,.,., x, are held fast and x is
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xu ..., xn are allowed to range independently over the interval, the deter-

minant having pk (xj) for its typical element is not identically zero. This being

recognized, let xi, ... ,xn henceforth stand for a particular set of points for

which the determinant is different from zero, the points being chosen once for

all and then held fast. Let D stand for the absolute value of the determinant

formed with Xi, ...,xn, so that D~>- 0, and let Dx be the greatest absolute

value attained by any of its first minors.

Let

SP(x) = Cipi (x) 4 c2pi (x)-\-h cnpn(x)

be an arbitrary linear combination of the p's with constant coefficients. If Hi

is the largest of the numbers | y> (xi ) \, ..., \ tp (xn) \, and if the c's are regarded

as obtainable by Cramer's rale from the simultaneous equations

ClPl (Xj) 4 CiPi (Xj) H-[- CnPn(xj)   =   f (Xj) (j  =   1,2,...,»),

it is clear that | ck \ < n A HJD for ft = 1,2,...., n. It is still not necessary

to assume that the y s are bounded, and even if they are, | <¡p (x) | may take on

values larger than H at other points than Xt,. ..,x%. For the applications

in this paper, however, it will be sufficient to use the following form of

Sirirani's Lemma.* If the functions pi,..., pn are linearly independent

and bounded for a ^x <b, and if H is an upper bound for \ y> (x) \ in the

interval, then

\ck\<PH (ft = 1,2,...,»),

where Pis a number independent of the coefficients ck.

allowed to vary over the interval; its expansion according to the elements of the last

row gives a linear relation connecting pi{x), ..., pm (x), in which the coefficient

of ¿¿v+i is not zero. This standard proof is repeated here just for the sake of assuring

the reader that it does not require that the p's be continuous, bounded, measurable, or

otherwise restricted in any way. The identical vanishing of the determinant is clearly

a necessary as well as a sufficient condition for linear dependence, with the same com-

plete generality.

* F. Sibirani, Sulla rappresentazione approssimata delle funzioni, Annalidi Matemá-

tica, ser. 3, vol. 16 (1909), pp. 203-221; see p. 208. A different proof, somewhat less

general in its scope, has been given by the writer: D. Jackson, On functions of closest

approximation, these Transactions, vol. 22(1921), pp. 117-128; see pp. 118-119. The

proof given here is Sibirani's own, loc. cit., though he was not concerned with so general

a statement of the conclusion. Cf. also L. Tonelli, I polinomi d'approssimazione di

Tchebychev, the same Annali, ser. 3, vol. 15 (1908), pp. 47-119; pp. 61-€2. The method

is applicable also, as Sibirani makes clear, to functions of more than one variable.
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A different number P might be obtained by a different choice of the points

Xx,..., x„, but the essential thing is that such a number exists.

It will be assumed from now on that the functions pk are bounded and

measurable, and that they satisfy something more than the bare requirement

of linear independence, to the extent that, for every choice of the coefficients ck

(other than ck = 0, k = 1, 2,..., «), there is a point set of positive measure

throughout which y (x) is different from zero. For brevity, unless a better

term is already in use, they may then be called properly independent.

Let H be the least upper bound of | y (x) |. The functions pk being given,

77 is then a function of the coefficients Ck. It will be shown that 77 is a con-

tinuous function of the c's. For the time being, the dependence of y on the

c's will be indicated explicitly by the notation y(x, cx,..., c„). Let Q be

a number such that \pk(x) \<Q for a < x <S b and for k = 1, 2,..., n. If c

is the largest of the numbers | ck |,

|g>(x,cx,... ,Cn)\ <LncQ.

Let s be an arbitrary positive quantity. Let two sets of coefficients be con-

sidered, (ck) and (c/c+4c/c), and suppose that | Ack | S e/(2nQ) for k = 1,2,..., n

Then, since y depends linearly on the c's,

\<p(x,Cx-\- Acx, ...,Cn-\-Acn) — y(x, cx,..., Cn)\ = |y(x, 4cx,..., 4c„)| <: -~-

throughout (a, b).   As  |<p(x, cx, ..., c„)| < 77(cx, ... ,cn) throughout the

interval, it follows that

I<p(x, Cx + 4cx, . . . , Cn-\- ACn)\ < 77(cx,..., g») + y î

that is,

H(Cx + ACx, ■ . . , Cn + ACn) < 77(cx, . . . , Cn) + y .

On the other hand, since H is the least upper bound of y, there will be

a point x0 where
m

\<p(xQ, Cx, . . . , C»)\ > H(Cx,. . . , Cn)—~2 •

Then \<f(x0, cx + 4cx,..., c« + 4c„)| >77(cx, ...,c„) — e, and

77(cx + 4cx,..., c» + 4c„) >77(cx,. ..,Cn) — s.

This proves the continuity of 77 as a function of the c's.
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It will be shown next that if J denotes the integral

bb

. !m Ax,

for a fixed m^*0, and if the coefficients in y are allowed to vary in such

a way that /remains bounded, the coefficients themselves will remain bounded

also. Sibirani's lemma establishes the fact that the sets of coefficients for

which the least upper bound H has a given fixed value, H = 1, say, corre-

spond to a bounded point set in the space of n dimensions having Ci,..., c%

for coordinates. It follows from the last paragraph that this point set is

closed. On the other hand, J itself is a continuous function of the coefficients.

Among the functions y for which H = 1, then, there will be at least one for

which the value of Jis a minimum. Let this minimum be denoted by A. It

is certain that A>0; the coefficients in y can not all be zero when H—l.t

and therefore, since the p's are assumed properly independent, <¡p is different

from zero throughout a set of positive measure. If y is an arbitrary linear

combination of the p's (not identically zero), and H the least upper bound of

its absolute value, the least upper bound of \ylH\ is 1, and

6 6

\-^jf- mdx^A,       J = J \v(x)\mdx > AHm.

a a

Let c once more be equal to the largest \ck\; then

C<PH, H^j;, J^^r, c<pg-)    ,

or, if Pi stands for the number P/AVm, independent of the c's,

c < PiJl<m.

This proves that the c's are bounded when Jis bounded.

Let f(x) be an arbitrary function, bounded and measurable in (a, b). It is

possible now to consider the minimizing of the integral

J1 =      \f(x) — cp(x)\mdx.
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This integral is a continuous function of the coefficients in g>. Suppose first

that / and the p's constitute a set of « +1 properly independent functions.

If Jó is a particular value taken on by J', the coefficients for which J' < J0

correspond to a point set which is bounded, by the preceding paragraph, and

closed, because of the continuity of J'. There is consequently a determination

of the coefficients for which J' is a minimum. If / and the p's are not

properly independent, a linear relation connecting them must involve / with

a non-vanishing coefficient, because of the independence of the p's by them

selves. This means that / is identically equal to a linear combination of

the p's in (a, b), except possibly for a point set of measure zero. If this

linear combination of them's is taken for y, J' is reduced to zero, which is

then clearly its minimum value. In summary:

If the functions px(x),... ,pn(x) are bounded, measurable, and properly

independent for a < x <b, if f(x) is bounded and measurable in the same

interval, and if m is a positive constant, there is at least one determination oj

the coefficients in the linear combination </> = c\pi + • • • + cnpn for which the

value of the integral

b

J \f(x) — v(x)\<*dx
a

is a minimum*

A function y which gives the integral its minimum value will be called an

approximating function.

3. General theorem on uniqueness of the approximating function,

m > 1.   A familiar type of argument will justify the assertion

If m> 1 in the hypothesis of the preceding theorem, the approximating func-

tion is uniquely determined.

Suppose, if possible, that </>x and ys are two approximating functions which

are not identically equal. Let the dependence of J' on </> be indicated by the

notation J' (f), and let the minimum value of J' be denoted by y.  Then

J'(fi) = J'b,) = y.

* This theorem would still be true if the p's were not independent. The truth of the

statement is trivial if they are all identically zero. Otherwise, there is a properly in-

dependent subset among them, on which the remaining functions of the set are linearly

dependent, except possibly for point sets of measure zero. There is an approximating

function in terms of the properly independent subset, by the theorem as proved above, and

this is at the same time an approximating function in terms of the original set of p's.

But the hypothesis of independence is necessary for the theorem of uniqueness in the

next section.
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Let (pa = i (íPi 4 <r¡¡), so that /— <ps = h [(/— <Pi) + (/— y*)] • In con-
sequence of the property which is described geometrically by saying that the

graph of the function Y= \ X\m is everywhere concave upwards (when m >1),

(1) I/- * \m S \ i\f~ n \m +1/- ft II

for all values of x, and the relation is an actual inequality at every point

where yx 4= y« • If yi and <¡p2 are not identical, they differ in value over a point

set of positive measure, by the hypothesis of proper independence of the p's,

and the sign of inequality holds in (1) at all points of this set.  Consequently

^(vs)<y[^(yi) + ^(g>2)];

that is, J(<ps) <■ y, which is impossible.
4. Existence and uniqueness of solution of a problem in weighted

trigonometric approximation. The general theorems above have been

derived here primarily for the sake of a more specific application. Let q (x)

be a function which is bounded and measurable, and of period 2 n ; let it be

assumed that q (x) > 0 everywhere, and that q (x) > 0 over a point set of

positive measure in an interval of length 2 n. Let f(x) be a function which

is bounded and measurable, and of period 2it, but otherwise unrestricted,

for the present. Let Tn(x) be a trigonometric sum of the «th order,* and

let m be a positive constant. The discussion will be concerned now with the

integral

(2) jQ(x)\f(x) — Tn(x)\mdx.

0

The most interesting case, mentioned in the introduction, is that in which

m = 2, but the method applies equally well to the more general problem.

The integral (2) can be written in the form

2X

f\Vo(xlf(x)-VQjxl Tn(x)\mdx.
0

* This will be understood throughout to mean a trigonometric sum of order n at most.
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The function Vq(x)f(x) is bounded and measurable for 0 <, x < 2n.   The
m

expression V^q(x) Tn(x) is a linear combination of the functions

(3)        \^q(x), \^q(x) coskx,        Y^q(x) smkx      (k = 1, 2, . .., «),

and these functions are bounded, measurable, and properly independent for

0 < x < 2n, since, if Tn(x) is any trigonometric sum of the nth order with
m

coefficients not all zero, Vq(x) Tn(x) is different from zero at all points of

the set where q +- 0, with the exception of 2« points at most in any interval

of length 2n.   So the preceding theorems are applicable, with « replaced

by 2« + 1, the functionspk(x) by the functions (3), and/(x) by VQ(x)f(x),

while a = 0, b = 2n. The conclusion is as follows:*

Under the hypotheses stated at the beginning of the section, there will be at

least one, and, when m>\, just one determination of the coefficients in Tn(x),

for which the value of the integral (2) is a minimum.t

5. Corollaries of Bernstein's Theorem. The convergence proof in the

paper A depended essentially on

Bernstein's Theorem.^ If Tn(x) is a trigonometric sum of order n, and

if\Tn(x)\ < L for all values of x, then |Tn(x)| can never exceed nL.

This theorem is not immediately adequate in the present circumstances,

inasmuch as it requires that the condition on | Tn(x)\ be satisfied for all values

of x, or, what amounts to the same thing, throughout an interval of length 2n,

if the conclusion is to be available over even a part of a period; and there

will be occasion now to reason from a similar hypothesis, the validity of which

* Mr. J. Shohat informs me that he had obtained an analogous result some years ago,

in an unpublished paper, for the case of polynomial approximation. The present method

is of course applicable to the polynomial case also.

tWhenm<l, the determination is not necessarily unique; cf. D. Jackson, Note on an

ambiguous case of approximation, these Transactions, vol. 25 (1923), pp. 333-337. This

paper will be cited by the letter B. It can be regarded as dealing with a special case

under the present discussion, in which /> is identically 1. In this special case, the deter-

mination is unique when m = 1 ; cf. D. Jackson, Note on a class of polynomials of approx-

imation, these Transactions, vol. 22 (1921), pp. 320-326. The question of uniqueness

for m = 1 and for general p will not be treated here.

î Cf., e. g., D. Jackson, The general theory of approximation by polynomials and

trigonometric sums, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society, vol.27 (1921),

pp. 415-431; see pp. 421-422. The proof given in the Bulletin was quoted there as due

originally to de la Vallée Poussin; it has since come to my attention that it had been

published still earlier by Marcel Riesz, Eine trigonometrische Interpolationsformel und

einige Ungleichungen für Polynome, Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker-

Vereinigung, vol. 23 (1914), pp. 354-368; see pp. 360-361.

il
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is granted only over an interval of length less than 2n. The relations that

are needed can be derived indirectly from Bernstein's theorem, and it is the

purpose of this section to supply them.

Let Pn(x) be a polynomial of the rath degree, and L the maximum of \Pn(x) \

for —1 < x < 1. Let x = cosö. Then P,,(x) = Tn(0) is a trigonometric

sum of the rath order in 0 (involving only cosines), and, by application of the

theorem just quoted,*

\Vl— x2Pn(x)\ = |sin0P»(cos0)| = \Tn(6)\<nL,

\Pn(x)\ £
VY

for — 1 < x < 1.

More generally, let Pn (x) be a polynomial of the rath degree, and le\ L be

the maximum of |Pre(a:)| over an arbitrary interval a < x < b. Let

y = (2x—a — b)l(b — a). Then Pn(x) = Qn(y) is a polynomial of the

rath degree in y, and L is the maximum of | Qn(y)\ for —1 < y < 1, so

that | Qn(y) | S nL/Vl—y2 throughout the interior of this interval. But

Qn(y) = i (b—a)Pn(x), the accent denoting differentiation with respect

to the indicated argument in each case; and, on the other hand,

,   , 2(x—a)    , 2(6 — x) 1 b — a

b — a     ' a b — a    '   Vl—y2        2V(b—x)(x—a)

Consequently

\Pn(x)\  <
V(b—x)(x—a)

for a<x <b.

Now letPw-i(ff) be a polynomial of degree ra—1, and let L be the maximum

of | Vl — x2Pn-i (x)| for — 1 < »< 1. Let x = cos 6. Then Pn-i(x)

is a cosine sum of order w — 1 in 6. The result of multiplying this

sum by sin 0 is a trigonometric sum of order ra (involving sines only),

which may be denoted by  Tn(6).   In terms of the original variables,

*Cf. M. Riesz, loc. cit., pp. 359-360; D. Jackson, On the convergence of certain trigo-

nometric and polynomial approximations (to be cited below by the letter C), these Trans-

actions, vol. 22 (1921), pp. 158-166, see p. 162; and, originally, S. Bernstein, Sur l'ordre

de la meilleure approximation des fonctions continues par des polynômes de degré, donné,

Mémoire couronné, Brussels, 1912, pp. 6-11. My paper, written before I knew of the

existence of that of Biesz, should have contained a reference to the latter in connection

with pp. 162-163.
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Tn(0)= ±V\—x2Pn-i(x), so that

for all values of 0.  Inasmuch as

Tn(6) | < L, and | Tn(e)\ < nL,

Tn(0)\ = sm e~Tn(e)
ax

=   Vï-
dx

[Vl-X2Pn-l(x)\

it is seen that*

dx
[Kl-x2P„_x(x)] <

«7

V\^ X'

for —1 <x< 1.

Let P„-x (x) be a polynomial of degree «

be the maximum of

again, but let L this time

a) Pn-i(x)\ for a < x < b.   If theV(b—x)(x

change of variable of the second paragraph preceding is carried through,

it is found that the various factors \(b — a) cancel each other, and the

conclusion is that

-£-[V(b-x)(x-a) Pn-l(x)}
dx

<
nL

V(b-x)(x — a)

for a<x<cb.

These lemmas with regard to polynomials have been set down here for

the sake of their application to trigonometric sums. Let Un(0) be a trigono-

metric sum of the «th order involving only cosines, and let L be the

maximum of | Un(0)\ for —a < 0 < «, where 0<«<tt. As Un(0) is

a polynomial of the «th degree in cos 0, and L the maximum of its absolute

value for cos a <; cos 0 < 1, one of the preceding results is applicable,

to the effect that

d

dcosd
Unie) <

nL

V(l —COS 0) (COS 0—COS«)

u„(d)\ s
nL I sin 0

V( 1 — cos ô ) ( cos 6 — COS a )

= nLXJA±±
»  COS0 —

cos 6

COS0 — cos«

V2nL<
y cos 6 — cos a

The reasoning is valid in the first instance for cos a < cos 0 < 1 ; but as

Un (6) and the last member on the right are continuous for 0 = 0, the

relation between them remains in force at this point also, and so holds

throughout the interval — «<i<«.

* Cf. Bernstein, op. cit., pp. 17-19.

n*
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The corresponding argument for a sum of sines appears to be materially

less simple. Let Vn(&) be a trigonometric sum of the rath order involving

only sines, and let L be the maximum of | Vn(6) | for —« < 0 < «, where

0 < a < n, as before. The quotient 7„(0)/sin 0 can be expressed as a poly-

nomial of degree ra—1 in cos 0, and maybe represented by P„-i ( cos 0 ).

Let ax and «2 be two numbers between 0 and a, so that 0 < «2 < «i < «,

and so that «2 < n — «.   For cos a <j cos 6 < cos «2,

|P„-i(cos0)| =
Vn(6)

sin0
<

sin «2

and, throughout the interior of the interval,

dd
Pn-i(cOSd) |sin0P;-i(cos0)| <; |P;_i(cos0)|

(n~\)L
<

sin«2 V(cosa2— cos0) (cos0 — cos«)

If 0 is further restricted so that cosa<ccos0 < cos«u then cos«» — cos»

]> cos«2—cosai, and it can be stated briefly that

de
P„_t(cos0) <

kinL

V cos 0 — cos «

where kx is a number independent of ra, and depending only on at and «». In

the same interval,

|K(0)| = de
[sin0Pn-i(cos0)]

Sin 0 -r— P„-i (COS 0) 4 COS 0 Pn-l (cos0)
de

<
ktnL

Vcosö — cos«       sm a*

If the second term in the last member is merged with the first term by means
of the trivial relations

.   -          1        Veos©—cos«
l^ra,   -:-= -

sin«2

1 <T2
sin«2 V^cos0—cos«      siaa2   y COsO—cos« '
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|K(0)|<
k2nL

|/cos0— cosa

for cos a < cos 0 < cos ax, the number kt depending once more on ax and a¡¡

and on nothing else.

For cosa < cos0 < 1,

|sin0P»-x(cos0)| < L.

But in this interval

| sin 91 =1/1 — cos*0 =1/(1 — cos0)(cos0 — (—1))

> 1/(1 —COS0)(COS0 — COSa),

and therefore

11/(1 — cos0)(cos0 — cosa) P„_x (cos 0)| < L.

Let the quantity between the bars in the last relation be denoted by W(d).

By the last of the lemmas for polynomials,

d
dcos0

W(d) <
nL

1/(1 — cos 0) (cos 0 — cosa)

for cos a < cos 0 < 1, whence

\W(e)\ <
«7|sin0|

<
V2nL

1/(1 — COS0)(COS0 — COSa) I/ COS 0 — COS a

It will be remembered that

Vn(8) — SÍn0Pn-l(cOS0) V1 + CQS0

COS0 — COSa
w(e).

The radical, which may be denoted by Z(6), becomes infinite for 0 = a. If 0

is restricted so that cosaj < cos0 < 1, however, both Z(8) and its derivative
will be bounded, and it can be asserted that
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| vn (0)| = \z(e)w'(e) + z'(8)W(e)\

k3nL i 7. r ^ fonL
< ■•»""    =^_ _|_ Ä4 ¿ <

Kcos0— cosa V^cos0 — cosa

the numbers ka, /i4, and h depending only on a¡. As far as the interval now

under discussion is concerned, the denominator could of course be omitted,

with suitable modification of the constants ; it is retained for convenience in

passing on to the main conclusion. The relation between the first and last

members holds by continuity for 0 = 0 as well.

Let ko be the larger of the numbers k2 and kb. As ai and a2 can be chosen

once for all when a is given, it may be considered that the ft's, and in par-

ticular ko, depend only on a. The two preceding paragraphs, taken together,

show that

konL
\vn(e)\<

1/COS0 —COSa

for — a*Cd<ia.

Finally, let Tn(e) be an arbitrary trigonometric sum of order ra.  Let L be

the maximum of | Tn(d)\ for — a<8<cc, 0<« < n.  Let

Unie) = j [Tn(B) 4 Tn(- 0)] , Vn(e) = \ [Tn(e) - Tn(- 8)] ,

so that Un(e) is a sum of cosines, 7„(0) a sum of sines, Tn(e) = Un(e) 4 Vn(8),

and |n(0)|<|?74(0)|4|I7'»(0)|. It is seen that \U„(e)\<L,\Vn(e)\<L,
throughout the interval. The inequalities that have been, obtained for |?7ñ(0)|

and |K(0)| separately can be combined; if the number V^2 4- k6, brought

in by the combination, is denoted by k0, the conclusion is that

|fí(9)|<-7=M=-
V cos 0 — cos a

for —a*<o<ca, the value of k0 depending only on a, not on 0, or ra,

or the coefficients in Tn(0).

The essence of this conclusion can also be expressed in a slightly different

form, by the use of the relation

„  .    a —0    .    a4-0
cos0 — cosa = 2sin—r—sin—r—.
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Since O<ca+_0<2a<27T throughout the interval in question,

sin -h- (a ± 0)

i<«±»)

and

sin2 a . ,       ,
COS 0 — COS a > —-=- (a2 — 0!) .

2 a2

If k0aV2/sina is denoted by k, this means that

\Tm\<~=-.
Va2— 0*

The last inequality can be adapted immediately, by a linear transfor-

mation, to an interval not symmetric with respect to the origin. With a slight

change of notation, the result may be summarized in the following

Lemma, If Tn(x) is a trigonometric sum of order «, and if \Tn(x)\<L

for a<x<ß, where 0<C/8 — a<27t, then

1     " -   V(ß-x)(x — a)

for a <c x < ß, the multiplier k depending only on the length of the interval,

not on x, or n, or the coefficients in Tn(x).

6. Convergence. With the notation and results of § 4, and with the

lemma of § 5, some progress can be made in the study of the convergence

of Tn(x) toward/(x) as « becomes infinite. There will be occasion naturally

to impose further restrictions on/(x), which will be specified later. It will

clearly be necessary also to introduce additional hypotheses either with regard

to q(x) or with regard to the values of x for which the convergence is to be

established; for if q(x) were to vanish identically throughout an interval,

convergence to the value of f(x) could not be proved at interior points of

this interval, since f(x) could be replaced by an altogether different function

in the interval, without affecting the determination of Tn(x), and the change

could be made, in the interior of the interval at least, without violating the

requirements of continuity* that are to be placed on/(x). It will be assumed

* It will not be assumed anywhere in this paper that/(x) is analytic.
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for convenience of expression that m ~p- 1, so that the approximating function

is known to be uniquely determined, though the method is applicable in other

cases also*.

As in other discussions of similar character, the problem can be simplified

a little at the outset. Let <¡p(x) be a function such that the difference

between/and y is identically equal to a trigonometric sum tn(x) of the rath

order:

(4) <p(x)=f(x)-tn(x).

If Tn(x) is for the moment an arbitrary trigonometric sum of the rath order,

and if

(5) Tn(x) =   Tn(x) — tn(x),

the value of the integral (2) is the same as that of the corresponding integral

with f(x) and Tn(x) replaced by y(x) and rn(x) respectively. In particular,

if Tn(x) is the approximating sum forf(x)—as will be understood hence-

forth—then tn(x) is at the same time the approximating sum for <p(x). In

other words, the approximating sums ior f(x) and y> (x) are connected by the

relation (5), and the errors f(x) — Tn(x) and «¡p(x) — tn(x) are identical.

It will be possible to choose y so that the latter error is more convenient to

deal with directly

Byway of preliminary discussion, let y(x) be an arbitrary bounded and

measurable function of period 2n, and rn(x) the approximating sum of the

rath order for y(x), ra ̂  1. Let s be the least upper bound of |g>(a;)|. For

the present, « may be large or small, although, as the notation suggests,

a succession of functions <¡p will ultimately be considered, with values of e

approaching zero. Let it be supposed that there is an interval a < x < ft,

throughout which (except possibly for a point set of measure zero) q(x)~¡>v>0.

Let q(x) < F for all valuest of x. Let n be the maximum of |*n(aO| in the

interval a<x<ft, and let x0 be a point of this interval such that |T„(a;0)| = /*.

It is to be shown that a relation of inequality connecting fi and e can be

deduced without further specification of the function g>.

By the lemma of the preceding section,

(6) K(x)\ :g kn(l
V(ft — x)(x — a)

* Cf. the paper B, § 4.
t Here again, exception may by made of a point set of measure zero, without affecting

the values of the integrals involved, and so without affecting the essential conditions of

the problem.
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for a <. x < ß, the multiplier k depending only on ß—a. Consequently, if x

is a point of the interval,

\rn(x) — rn(xo)\ < knpj

a

;
X»

dx

V(ß—x)(x — a)

For definiteness, suppose that a < x0 < \(a-\-ß); the possibility that x0

belongs to the other half of the interval is to be treated in essentially the

same way. Let A be a positive number <$(ß — a). Then the interval

(x0, x0 + h) is wholly contained in (a, ß). For x0 < x < x0 + h,

Xo+h

\rn(x) — Tn(x0)\ < knp I    -
J     V(ß—x)(x—a)

The integrand is the reciprocal of the ordinate of a semicircle with its

extremities on the x-axis at the points with abscissas a and ß, so that the

value of the integral from x0 to x0 + h is not greater than the value of the

integral of the same integrand from a to a + h; it would of course be easy,

but perhaps superfluous, to give the details of an analytical proof. Further-

more, ß — x>\(ß—a) when x is between a and a + ft, so that, in formulas,

x,+h a+k

_dx_Ç _dx

V(ß — x)(x — a)   = J     V(ß— x)(x^«y
Xq «

<y_2_ f   dx   =2v^j_>
o

|f»(x)—f»(xo)| < &'«/*l/ft,

where k' is a new multiplier depending only on ß — a.

Now let* ft = l/(4fc'2«8). This ft will satisfy the requirement of being less

than \(ß — a), as soon as « is sufficiently large; more precisely, this will be

the case for « > «0, where n0, like the k's, depends only on ß—a, not on ç or 9

* It is clear that fc'>0; for k, in the lemma of § 5, is certainly not zero,  and fc' is

equal to k multiplied by a positive quantity.
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or anything else. As the ultimate question at issue is one of convergence for

n = oo, it may be assumed that « > «0 henceforth. Then, for x0 < x ^ x0 + ft,

CO kn(x) —r„(xb)| S Y> \T»(X)\ ̂  "2"-

This is on the hypothesis that x0 < i (« + /*); a similar argument applies

if xb > \(a + ß), the conclusion holding for x0— ft <x< xo, with the same

values of k', ft, and «o as before.

Let

yn =  I Q(x)\y(x) — Tn(x)\mdx.

By the definition of s, \<p(x)\ < e for all values of x. Let it be supposed for

the moment that p>Ae; the contrary hypothesis will be considered later.

Then |$p(x)| < /*/4, and the relations (7) imply that

\<p(x)—rn(x)\ > —.

These relations hold at least throughout an interval of length ft, where ft has

the value specified above; the interval of length ft is contained in the inter-

val (a, ß), where q(x) > v^O, except possibly for a set of measure zero;

and the integrand in the expression* for yn is never negative. So it can be

inferred that

fl\m vpw

m>hv{T) - 4m+ik>»n*-

As Tn(x) is the approximating sum for y(x), the value of the integral

would not be diminished if rn(x) were replaced by any other trigonometric

sum of, order n — in particular, by zero. That is, since | y (x) | < e and

0<<p(x)<V,

yn<2nV(m.

*It is immaterial whether the interval («, ß) is contained in (0, 2jt) or not, as the

integral defining y» can equally well be extended over any other interval of length 2jt,

because of the periodicity of the integrand. It may be assumed that ß — «<2?r, since

otherwise the reasoning of the paper A would be directly applicable.
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Consequently, for ra>n0,
m

v/*™      ^ o    Tr m ^ \{ %k'2nV     .     „, _,     ,/m,.,.,,.   g < 2nVsm,      fi < y- -Aen2lm = C'en21"1,
4"l+1fc   ra* — — "        v

where C" depends on m,V,v, and /Í — a, but not on ra or on y (x).

This is on the hypothesis that /* > 4 e. But, in the contrary case,

/*-<4e <[4era2/m, since it is understood that ra>l, and if C" stands for

the larger of the numbers 4. C", then

(8) fi<C"en2'm

without exception, as soon as ra^>ra0.

It will be recalled that /* is the maximum of | rn (x) | for a<x<ft, and

that \<p(x)\<e for all values of x.  Hence

\f(x) — rn(x)\ <e + C"en2lm < en2lm 4 C"en2lm,

or, if C" + l = C,

\f(x) — %n (x) | <j Ce n2lm

for a < x < ft and for ra > ra0, the multiplier C, like C" and C",  being

independent of x, n and y.

To apply this result, let y (#) be connected with the given function f(x)

by an identity of the form (4). Let such a function <p be constructed for

each value of ra j> 1, the respective <¡p's being represented by the notation

(fn(x), and the least upper bound of ¡5p«(a?)| by en. Let the approximating

sum tn(x), of corresponding order ra, be formed for each gp„. As <pn(x)—tn(x)

is identical with f(x) — Tn(x) for each value of ra, where Tn(x) is the

approximating sum of the rath order for f(x), it is seen that*

(9) \f(x)-Tn(x)\<Cn2lmen

for a<x<ft and for ra > n0.

* The reader may be assailed at first by a suspicion that this argument plays fast and

loose with the subscript n.   The fact is, however, that for independent n and v

\9>n(x)-TAx)\^CV2'men

when v > n0, if ry (x) is the approximating sum of order v for the function ?>n (x) ; and

then use is made of this relation, in the case of each n ^ »0, only for the single value

v = ».   The essential point is of course the fact that C is independent of <p.
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If f(x) is continuous, as must be assumed from now on, it follows from

Weierstrass's theorem that the trigonometric sums tn(x) which define the

remainders yn can be chosen so that lim»=00% = 0. The rapidity with

which en can be made to approach zero depends on further properties of

f(x), in a manner specified by various theorems on the approximate repre-

sentation of continuous functions by trigonometric sums.* The significance

of the relation (9) for the convergence of Tn(x) can be expressed by the

general statement

If the sums tn(x) can be chosen for all values ofn>l in such a way that

lim n2/mf„ = 0,
»=00

(he approximating sum Tn(x) will converge uniformly to the value off(x), as «

becomes infinite, throughout the interval a < x < ß ; that is, throughout any

interval in which (except possibly for a point set of measure zero) o (x) has

a positive lower bound.

If m = 2, for example, it is sufficient that/(x) have a continuous deriva-

tivet for all values of x; if m > 2, it is sufficient that/(x) satisfy a Lipschitz

condition, and sufficient, more generally,^ that lim¿_0 w(a)/ä2/m = 0,

where w(d) is the modulus of continuity of/(x), the maximum of \f(x')—f(x")\

forK—x"\<6.
In case the weight-function q(x) is continuous, the above results provide for

the convergence of Tn(x)—apart from the question of uniform convergence—

at all points where q 4" 0, if f(x) satisfies suitable conditions.

Although it is perhaps not worth while to use much space here in an

attempt to lighten the restrictions on/(x), it may be of some interest to

point out one method of reasoning further from the stage that has been

reached.§ Let a and ß have the same significance as before, and let aj and fix

be two numbers such that a*cax< fix*cfi. For at < x < fix, the relation (6)

may be replaced by the simpler statement that

K(x)| < k[np,

* See e. g., D. Jackson, On approximation by trigonometric sums and polynomials,

these Transactions, vol. 13 (1912), pp. 491-515; On the approximate representation

of an indefinite integral, etc. (to be cited by the letter D), the same Transactions,

vol. 14 (1913), pp. 343-364.
t Cf. the paper D, Theorem IV, p. 351.
% Cf. D, p. 350.   For the form of the result, cf. the papers A and C.
§ Cf. the paper C, § 6.    The method is carried further here than in the passage cited.
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where k[ depends on «, ft, at, and fti, but not on anything else. Because

of (8), this means that

\T'n(x)\^C{en1+(-2'^

for ra > «o, Ci being independent of x, ra, and y. Let pi be the maximum

of Kn(a;)| for ax <x<,fti, and let Xi be a point in (alf fti) such that

K(a?i)| = <ft. Let

PiÄ,
2C]>ra1+(2/m)'

it is clear that Ci \ 0. Since pi<p< Ce n2'm, it follows that At < C"/(2 Cw),

and there is a number raí ^> rao, independent of x, n, and y, such that

Äi «S £ (&— «i) for ra J> «i. When the last condition is satisfied, at least

one of the intervals (xx—hi, xi), (xi, xi-{-hi) will be contained in (aif ftL).

Throughout one of these intervals, therefore,

\*n(x)-Tn(Xi)\^^-, \Tn(x)\>&-.

Suppose temporarily that e < pjA; as \<p(x)\ < e,

\f(x)-rn(x)\^^.

Since q(x) |> v throughout the interval, except possibly for a set of measure

zero,

(fll\m V(*?+l

But, as before,

Tn< 2nVem .

Hence
m-t-l

u. < y —i-. 41nTO(m+1)
— »      v

Under the hypothesis that e<pjA, therefore, and also, as is recognized

a posteriori, under the contrary hypothesis,

m+2

¡*i <; C" enmím+u
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for « j> mx, the factor C" being independent of x, n, and «¡p.

This in itself would lead to an improvement in the convergence theorem, as

far as the interval (alf fix) is concerned. It is possible, however, to apply the

same sort of reasoning again, in an interval (a2, fi2), where at<c a2< fi2 < fix.

More generally, let an infinite succession of such intervals be defined, each

interior to the preceding; let pi be the maximum of | rn(x) | for a¿ < x < fit,

and suppose it has been shown that pi-x < C¿—i ««" for « > m-i, where <r

is some positive number depending only on m and i, and «¿_x is independent

of x, «, and y.   By a series  of steps analogous to those taken above,

\<(x)\ < CUnl+"

for ai<; x <? fii,  with  C'i independent of x, n,   and <p;   for « ;> «¿,

a number independent of x, «, and <¡p, and for e < i*i/4,

Pi
\9(x) — Tn(x)\ ¿> -4-

throughout an interval of length

/,. =_V±_
2Cleni+a

wholly contained in (ai} fii); and so

yn > «¿« -H = -n—,
'    -        \4/ 2-¥nClenl+a

i+g

f»< < d'en™*1,

with C¿" independent of x, «, and </>, the last relation holding whether the

hypothesis e < /*¿/4 is verified or not.

Let <r0 = 2/wi, and o¿ = (l + o¿-x)/(wi + 1), « = 1, 2, •••. Then

Pi 5í C"en"* for each value of ¿, provided that « > «¿. It may be veri-

fied by induction that

m       m(m-\-iy '

the second term on the right approaching zero as i becomes infinite.  Let r¡

be an arbitrary positive quantity, and let i be chosen so that \l[m(m-\-\)i\<r¡.
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Let a0 and A, be two arbitrary numbers, subject to the inequalities a*ca0

<cft0<.ft. The numbers alf .... a¿, ftu ..., fti may be chosen so that

«¿ = «o, fti = fto • With the notation ¿c*¿ = p0, C" = Co", ra¿ = ra¿, it is

seen that

(«o S C¿'en0lm)+,¡

for ra ̂ > wó, where p0 now is the maximum of |t»(íc)| for «0 <j x < ft0. By an

argument which need not be repeated in detail, it is recognized that Tn(x)

converges uniformly to f(x) throughout an arbitrary closed interval interior

to (a, ft), if there exists a number t¡ >0 such that

lira« (d)/da/m)-+* = 0,
â=o

a(d) being once more the modulus of continuity of f(x). If f(x) satis-

fies a Lipschitz condition, this requirement will be fulfilled for any value
of m >■1.

As before, the results are applicable, apart from the question of ui

formity, at any point where q 4 0, if q is continuous.  The problem of co,

vergence at a point where q vanishes will not be treated at length, but

will be touched upon just to the extent of showing that it is not wholly

beyond the reach of the methods that have been employed.

Let it be supposed that an interval (a, ft) and positive numbers w and s
exist so that*

q(x) > w(x— a)s

for a <; x < ft. Further hypotheses with regard to q are merely that it

is everywhere bounded and measurable, and of period 2 n. With the sam^

notation as before, and by the same reasoning, there is an interval of

length at least A = ll(Ak'2n2), contained in (a, ft) for ra > ra0, through-

out which \y>(x)—Tn(x)\ ^> pi A, if p > 4e. Let the left-hand end of

this interval, x0 or x0 — A, according to circumstances, be denoted by a'.

* It would come to the same thing if it were assumed that p (x) > to{ß — x)', or that a

is interior to an interval throughout which p(x) g w \ x — a |*. The essential point is that,

for approach from one side at least, p has a root of order not higher than s. The most

interesting special values of s are presumably 8 = 2, the lowest value consistent with the

existence of a derivative for p at the point in question, and s = 1.
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This a'may or may not coincide with a, but in any case 0 < x— a'< x— a

for a' < x ^ fi, and so

q(x) ¡> w(x—a)s^ w(x—a')s

for «'<; x < «'+A.   Consequently

2JT a'+h

Yn =    I  Q(x)\<f(x) — Tn(x)\mdx  >;î"(x)       I  (# — «')* <**

0 a'

p \m    As+1 li;^"1

4/     s+1 4"l+s+1(s+l)(fc'«)2s+2*

On the other hand, as always, yn< 2nVem.  So

p <; Cf«(2s+2"m

for n ¡> «o ; the values of «o and C being independent of x, n, and y, and

the conclusion valid even if the hypothesis that p > 4e is dropped. If

m = 2 and s = 1, Tn (x) will converge to f(x) for x = a (and uniformly

for a < x < /Í) if f(x) has everywhere a continuous second derivative,*

while the existence of a continuous third derivative will be sufficient if

m = s = 2.

*For the requisite preliminary theorem on the approximate representation of f(x) bv

means of trigonometric sums, cf. once more the paper D, Theorem IV, p. 351.
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